\S 0. Introduction
The concept of connection introduced by W. WIRTINGER $[1]^{(1)}$ was given as a generalization of WEYL'S connection [2] under the consideration of the possibility of its application to physics and astronomy. He thought at that time that his theory was ample enough to stand for any mathematical requirement in some branches of them.
Nowadays, the progress of physics and astronomy is so remarkable that his idea can not be fully accepted, but from the geometrical point of view his concept of connection itself is very interesting, various generalizations have been performed by many students and moreover the study of his concept is being carried on even now.
Geometrically the WIRTINGER'S connection contains two important concepts, the one is that of double vectors, the other is that of nonlinear connections.
In the former case H. EYRAUD [3] generalized the parallel displacement of WEYL but his research has no direct relation with WIRTINGER. Later from a different point of view A. KAWAGUCHI [4] pointed out that as a special case of his general theory, the WIRTINGER'S connection was derived. In addition to these papers the present author [5] has de- (1) Numbers in brackets refer to the references at the end of the paper. veloped the theory in higher order spaces. V. V. VAGNER [6] in the Soviet Union has established the theory of Strip as a method of discussing the differential geometry. His method seems to us to be a special case of WIRTINGER'S point of view.
In the matter of non-linear connections, after WIRTINGER, G. Y. RAINICH [7] studied it and H. FRIESECKE [8] , E. $BoBTOI_{I}OTTI [9] $ , M. MIKAMI [10] and 'others have followed.
Recently KAWAGUCHI [11] has established the foundation of nonlinear connections.
The purpose of the present paper is to develop In the above expression, comparing the coefficients of $d\eta^{a},$ $du_{a}$ in both sides and by use of (1.4) one obtains $\delta_{\xi}\eta^{a}=-\frac{aW(x,\eta,v,\xi^{\backslash })}{\partial 0_{a}}+\rho_{\eta^{a}}$ , $\delta_{\xi}v_{a}=\frac{aW(\backslash x,\eta,u,\xi)\backslash }{a\eta^{a}}-\sigma 0_{a}$ , The final WIRTINGER'S formulae are given putting $\rho=\sigma$ in the above formulae as follows: (1. 5) $\delta_{\xi}\eta^{a}=-\frac{aW(x,\eta,u,\xi)}{ao_{a}}+\rho_{\eta^{a}}$ , $\delta_{\xi}0_{\alpha}=\frac{aW(x,\eta,u,\xi)}{a\eta^{a}}-\rho_{U_{a}}$ .
Formulae (1.5) satisfy the most general assumption for a $\delta$ -transformation affecting the relation in double vectors in the infinitesimally near points (0) and (0) subjected to the contact condition. In use of (1.5) we can define the WiRTINGFR'S covariant differential as follows:
Clearly formulae (1.6) . It is needless to say that d-difierential and $\sim\delta$ -differential are commutative undoubtedly as in \S 1 , that is to say
We denote the variations of $\eta^{a},$ $u_{\alpha}$ by $\delta_{\xi}\eta^{\alpha},$ $\delta_{\xi}u_{a}$ respectively corresponding to an infinitesimal displacement from an element $(x, x^{(1)}, \cdots,x^{(m}')$ to a neighboring element $(x+dx, x^{ (1) As the condition to introducing connections in our manifold involving the case of $W_{n}^{(0)}$ we take the following, that is
Conditions in (2. 1) respectively. We obtain
By use of commutative law between the d-differential and $\delta$ -differential
Substituting (2. 4) in (2. 1) and applying (2. 3), we obtain from $(\frac{aW(i)}{a\eta^{6}}-\delta_{\epsilon^{(i)\prime)}\epsilon}-(\sigma 0_{6})d\eta^{\mathcal{B}}+i)(\delta_{\xi^{(i)}}\eta^{\alpha}+\frac{a.W(i)}{a_{U_{a}}}-\rho_{\eta^{a})d\prime/a}^{i)}(=0$ , the formulae $\delta_{\epsilon^{(i)}}\eta^{\alpha}=-\frac{aW(x,x^{(1)},\cdots,x^{(m)},\eta,u,\xi^{(i)})(i)}{\partial 0_{a}}+\rho^{i)}(x, x^{(1)}, \cdots, x^{(m)}, \eta, v, \xi^{
The covariant differentials in $W_{n}^{(m)}$ corresponding to (1.6) are
The formalae (2. 5) or (2. 6) 
On the other hand, under the contact condition
applying (2. 8) . Substitution of (2. 7) in (2.9) gives rise to
By the use of the incidence condition, we get the following relation (2. 11) $\eta^{\mathcal{B}}\frac{a_{U_{6}}}{a\eta^{\alpha}}=-u_{a}$ , and substitute (2.11) in (2.10) then (2.10) yields (2. 12) .
From (1.5) and (2.12) we are led at once to (2. 13)
provided that the determinant $|g_{a6}|$ does not vanish identically. Substitute (2.7) in (2.13) (2. 14)
is obtained ea\S ily.
The covariant differentials in such special WIRTINGER manifold
are defined by use of (2.13) and (2. 14) as we denote it by the symbol $K_{n}^{(m)}$ .
In order that the arc length should be related intrinsically to the curve, we have the so-called ZFRMELO'S conditions, namely [12] considered a manifold with line-elements of order $2n-1$ and adopted 
where $\Psi p(p=1,2, \cdots, 2m-1)$ are scalar quantities of order $2m-1$ .
Making use of thess quantities, the intrinsic covariant differential
The above stated is the connection theory in the line-elements space of order $2m-1$ given by KAWAGUCHI.
In the first place, we shall embody the special WiRTINGER'S connection in a KAWAGUCHI space making use of the general KAWAGUCHi'S connection. Let 
with the aid of (3.4) and we find at once
The relations in (3. 6) give rise to
Accordingly the covariant differentials based on the special WIRTINGER'S connection are
by substituion of (3.7) in (2.15 ).
In use of (3.8) we can find the relations between the WIRTiNGFR'S connection and the KAWAGucrtI $S$ connection, namely
are relations between them. The formulae (3.8) are the special (or modified) WIRTINGEB'S connectiom introduced in the general KAWAGUCHI space.
In a special KAWAGUCHn space with the arc length $s=\int\{A_{i}(x, x^{\prime})x^{\prime\prime i}+B(x, x^{\prime})\}^{1/p}dt$ , KAWAGUCHI [13] introduced two kinds of connections, say connection
where $F$ is a scalar and covariant vector It is remarkable that although this space is a KAWAGUCHI space of order 2, it can be treated in the same manner as
The covariant differentials of a contravarint vector $u^{i}$ and a covariant vector $u_{i}$ are defined as
with the base connection (3. 13)
$\delta x^{\prime i}=dx^{\prime i}+2\Gamma^{i}$ .
The connection given by (3.12) is the connection
are components of a $covar^{c}iantvect\sigma r$ prwided $U^{i}$ be a contravariant vector.
From this theorem given by KAWAGUCHI we see
, and by use of the above formulae we can introduce, excepting the case $2p=3$ , an absolute differential along $a_{a}$ curve a8 follows. Putting $D_{t}^{ [1] }o^{i}\equiv\frac{d_{J^{i}}}{dt}+G^{hi}(\frac{1}{2}G_{hk(l)}x^{\prime\prime 3}+\Gamma_{h(l))U^{l}}$ , and being aided by
we can define the absolute differential of a vector corresponding to a displacement from a line element $(x, x^{r})$ to a neighboring line element $(x+dx, x^{\prime}+dx^{\prime})$ as (3. 14)
This reduces to (3.12) . $=u$ .
$(x, \eta)$ then the connection is defined as
On the other hand, since KAWAGUCHI'S connections in the case are $\delta\eta^{a}=d\eta^{a}+\Gamma_{(6)(r)}^{a}\eta^{6}dx^{\gamma}$ , $\delta u_{\alpha}=d_{U_{a}}-\Gamma_{(\alpha)(r)}^{6}o_{6}dx^{\gamma}$ , the relations 
The above obtained formulae (3. 19) may be found from (3.9) directly, because if we put $\eta^{a}=x^{Ja},$ $u_{\alpha}=A_{a}$ in (3.9) it follows that $Dx^{\prime a}=\delta x^{;a}+g^{a\gamma}(\delta A_{\gamma}-A_{r(6)}\delta x^{\prime\beta})$ , $DA_{a}=\delta A_{a}-(\delta_{a}^{r}-A_{a(6)}g^{\gamma 6})(\delta A_{\tau}-A_{\gamma(6)}\delta x^{\prime\beta})$ .
Then paying attention to the following relation $\delta A_{\tau}-A_{\gamma(6)}\delta x^{\prime\beta}=dA_{\tau}-\Gamma_{(\tau)(\beta)}^{a}A_{a}dx^{6}-A_{\gamma(6)}(dx^{\prime\beta}+\Gamma_{(\delta)}^{6}dx^{\delta})$ $=(A_{\gamma(\beta)}-\Gamma_{(\gamma)(6)}^{a}A_{a}-A_{\gamma(\delta)}\Gamma_{(6)}^{\delta})dx^{6}$ $=\nabla_{6}A_{\tau}dx^{6}$ , we can attain our object.
As the general form of the WIRTINGER'S connection is indicated in (3. 16) and that of the KAWAGUCHI'S in (3. 15) we obtain
By the substitution of (3. 20) in (3. are the covariant differentials dePned by KAWAGUCrII. Formulae (3.21) are rewritten as \ r a n g l e $Dx^{\prime a}=dx^{;a}+g^{6a}\Phi_{6e}dx^{\epsilon}+g^{6a}(\tilde{\Phi}_{6\epsilon}-A_{6(e)})dx^{\prime e}$ $+g^{6a}\Gamma_{ (6) In consequence of (3. 22) and (3. 23) the relations between both connections are expressed as $Dx^{\prime a}=\delta^{*}x^{\prime a}+g^{6a}(\nabla_{\gamma}A_{6}dx^{\gamma}-A_{\gamma}C^{r_{6e}}\delta x^{\prime e})$ , (3. 24)
$DA_{a}=\delta^{*}A_{a}-(\delta_{a}^{0}-A_{a(6)}g^{06})(\nabla_{\epsilon}A_{0}dx^{e}-A_{\sigma}C^{\sigma_{07}}\delta x^{;\gamma})$
.
Of course, the formulae (3. 24) are easily derived from (3.9) . Besides this there are many special KAWAGUCHI. spaces in which such a connection as in (3. 23) can be introduced, for example, in KAWAGUCHI speces with matrics $s=\int\{a_{i}(x, x^{\prime})a_{j}(x, x^{\prime})x^{\prime\prime i}x^{\prime\prime j}+2b(x, x^{\prime})a_{i}(x, x^{\prime})x^{\prime\prime i}+c(x, xi)\}^{1/p}dt$ , $s=\int\{A_{i}(x, x^{\prime})x^{\prime\prime i}+B(x, x^{\prime}, x^{\prime\prime})\}^{1/p}dt$ , we can introduce concrete WIRTINGER'S connections into the spaces. It is valid to adopt these expressions defined in (4. 3) and (4. 4) as the covariant derivatives in our case; so, when they are applied to the special KAWAGUCHI space in the case of the connection $DA_{a}=A_{a(6)}g^{\gamma\beta}\nabla_{\epsilon}A_{7}dx^{\epsilon}+(A_{a(\epsilon)}-A_{a(6)}g^{r6}C_{\tau\epsilon}^{\delta}A_{\delta})\delta x^{\prime\epsilon}$ Other covariant derivatives in our special KAWAGUHI space can be defined but the details will be stated in \S 5. 
(base connection) $\delta x^{Jl}=dx^{;l}+\Gamma_{(j)}^{i}dx^{j}$ , so that we have
where we Put are given, where we put
Quantities given by (5.1), (5.2) and (5.3) are KAWAGUCtII'S derivatives from which the next relations can be obtained easily 
Since
$D^{(C)}\eta^{i}=d+(\frac{av_{k}}{ax^{j}}-v_{l}\Gamma_{(j)(k)}^{l}-2\frac{a_{U_{l}}}{a\eta^{k}}I_{(h)(j)}^{\tau_{l}}\eta^{h})dx^{j}$ , $D^{(C)}v_{t}=d_{U_{i}}-\{\frac{a_{U_{l}}}{ax^{j}}-\frac{a_{U_{i}}}{a\eta^{l}}g^{kl}(\frac{a_{U_{k}}}{ax^{j}}-U_{m(j)(k)}I^{m}-2\frac{a_{fj_{h}}}{a\eta^{k}}\Gamma_{(m)(j)}^{h}\eta^{m})\}dx^{j}$ are derived by use of (3. 9) or (3. 17) On the other hand, from (5. 7) we are led to
The expressions (5. 8) and (5. 9) give rise to relations between KAWA-GUCHI $S$ derivatives and WIRTiNGFR'S derivatives in the special KAWAGUCHI space, and it goes without saying that these relations coincide with those shown already in (4. 5) and (4. gives rise to
where we put
Taking $\eta^{i}\equiv x^{\prime i},$ $u_{i}\equiv A_{i}$ in the above expressions we have
Summarizing these results we get , therefore in consideration of (5. 17) the relations between them and KAWAGUCHI'S covariant derivatives are expressed by
The covariant derivatives which correspond to (5. 16) 
are all curvature tensors in our space. The identities among these curvature tensors can be found easily as 
the parenthesis of POISSON is led to (6.4)
where we put In these cases the relations between KAWAGUCHI'S curvature tensors 
